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NEW YEAR’S EVE 2016 ON SYDNEY HARBOUR

27th December saw the new year break start for the good ships “Knot So Little”, “Marie Christine”, “Halcyon”, “Chattaway
Two” and “Athena” with a happy raft at Roselle Bay (Black Wattle Bay) with a potential new member from the ‘stack-nrack’ across the bay, Paul Ludwig in his unnamed Impala joining us. What a pleasant guy Paul turned out to be, a great
sense of humour (tested by a crutch spray job), really nice prawns, oysters and lobster, you and your fare are welcome anytime Paul.
The following response is directly from the Impala-Hi Roger, Michael and Bob,
It was great meeting you all, I had a wonderful time eating your food,
Oh the company and conversation wasn't bad as well.
Despite the introduction, ie me getting my groin sprayed with water , by Roger,
you don’t seem to be such a bad group of characters.
I am sorry I spent such a short time with you, as well as your wives and father
(i did warn you i am awful with remembering names).
I will aim to remedy this (the short time, not the remembering names) , if you will still accept my presence,.
I am out on the water late Friday, and will try to catch up with you guys
at Balmoral.
Thanks for all your generosity.
Try to stay cool, go for lots of swims.
Best Regards,
Peter Ludwig
M: 0407 223 660 | E: peter@pent.net
28thDecember called for another invasion of the fish markets with “Chattaway Two” playing taxi for the girls. The scheduled cruise of the Lane Cove River didn’t eventuate as our visiting friends hadn’t arrived. The fleet had headed off to Balmoral Beach for a very windy afternoon where “Knot So Little” endeavoured to lift the anchor of “Marie Christine” but only
managed to lift the chain off the winch, thus resulting in “Marie Christine” heading broadside toward the beach. The day
was saved by wonder-girl Dianna’s speedy reaction to a screamed instruction ‘hard left down and reverse’, well done Dianna! Once Michael had recovered from his shock we slow cruised under the Spit Bridge to Sugarloaf Bay for a rendezvous
with Beth, Ric, Loren and Ryan in the mighty 60’ Maritimo “Nauti” of( ‘wannabeawhittley’ fame) for drinks, nibbles and an
onboard party.

29thDecember was time for a swim at Chinaman Beach and the arrival of Mathew, Evelyn and crew on “Evellyn” and the
first Victorians to arrive “Sea-Ya’ crewed by Craig, Alanna, Talia, Zac and Cody. Back to Sugarloaf for more comradeship
where the cherubs had a party of their own watching TV aboard “Nauti”. The balance of the Victorians “Sienna Belle” Mario
and Filomena, “Just Kruzin” Cliff and Vicky and “Tranquility” Bruce and Sharon from Albury arrived to add to the “Nauti” and
Whittley friends raft-up. Along the way we were joined by “Honey” Peter and Nilda new CR2800 owners from Newcastle.

“Has to be beer-o’-clock somewhere.”

“Oh so pretty”

30th December Loren and Ryan took the Whittley pirates on a tender cruise through the shallows of Sugarloaf
for an up the creek scenic tour and didn’t lose a single tender (good navigation guys). There followed a cruise for
our visitors up river to Bantry Bay wartime munitions bunkers and then to Roseville launching ramp for a garbage dump where lo and behold we stumbled upon El Presidente “Sparksea” and the first lady. Once again off
to the protection of Sugarloaf Bay for an even larger raft with “Nauti”, when Col and Allison appeared around the
headland to join the festivities.
‘
31st December off down harbour to Athol Bay (the zoo) to reserve swing space in preparation for a NYE raft-up
where we met up with new potential members Neil and Kylie. The NYE raft proved to be a catastrophe with increasing wind strengths from the south making life uncomfortable and potentially boat damaging. At least the
wind strength lessened during the fabulous fire-work displays. Our deepest apologies to Neil and Kylie for not
being able to be more welcoming and introducing you to the true and friendly Whittley Club way of life. NYE had
the Whittley’s spread all over Athol Bay with Shaza and Chris “Good Times” (long lost friends), Craig and
Leanne “Imagine”, Angela and Alex “Happy Daze” roughing it together in the slops at Bradley’s Head, good view
of the bridge though.
1st January HAPPY NEW YEAR WHITTLEY CLUBS the fireworks were fabulous and made the sloppy, bumpy
night of sleeplessness worthwhile, before coffee the remaining boats headed off to Balmoral for breakfast and
COFFEE! Neil and Kylie had vacated early not to be seen again, guess they had had enough of the Whittley
Club rafting promises.

2nd January after a great night ‘s sleep in the calm waters of upper Middle Harbour we did a slow cruise of the
southern shore of Sydney Harbour showing off points and homes of interest to our visitors, from Watson Bay
being run down by a couple of flying boats in Rose Bay, under the bridge to Roselle Bay for a farewell get together.

Thanks must go the beautiful Talia from “Sea-Ya” for a very artistic rendition of her favourite Anzac ‘MADONA’
bridge.
3rd January all good things must eventually come to an end. Grudgingly the raft started a slow break up.
EDITORS NOTE: there is always the chosen few who are able to extend their boating time, after a guided tour
up river from the Harbour Bridge the last we saw of our Victorian friends they were headed to Cabarita Marina to
replenish, find a Laundromat and to spend more time solo investigating our harbour.
Bruce and Sharon were scheduled to spend another week on the harbour shopping, shopping and shopping
some more and meeting up with family and friends and the last we heard of their adventure they were being
confronted and harassed by the authorities for picking up a police mooring in Police Boat Bay (anyone wishing
to contribute to their bail can send donations to the good ship “Athena” for safe keeping).
On behalf of the NSW Club I would like to thank the Victorian and Albury contingent for making such a long trip
to Sydney and most importantly for contributing to making our NYE event such a success. Also to Ric and Beth
for their hospitality and having us all on “Nauti” multiple times. Overheard comment ‘what a wonderful family and
what an incredible, pleasant surprise’.
Last but far from least, our apologies to Neil and Kylie and to Peter and Nilda for not having been able to spend
more time together. Please be advised that not all Whittley gatherings are as weather disruptive. Hopefully next
time???!!!!!
Happy Year and Safe boating for 2017
”Athena” out!

OUR NEW YEAR ON THE LAKE.
Ray & I were lucky to be able to go out and have a fabulous week on Lake Macquarie to see in the New Year.
Can someone please tell me where the last one went??????
Tuesday we launched at Summerland Point and headed out to catch up with past members, Garry & Lynette
(Signed on 4), Peter & Ann (Vic-tre) who were rafted up in Browns Bay. On Wednesday we were joined by
Denis & Lyn (C-Vue) and also a visit for the day from one of our daughters for lunch and a swim.
Thursday unfortunately Denis & Lyn had to leave us due to battery problems, so we then headed over to Wangi
to secure a berth on the RSL jetty to watch the fireworks, yes we were a couple of days early. With the boats
rafted up on the jetty, and the weather sweltering it was time to seek some air conditioning.
Friday we took a nice walk around to the Workers Club for lunch and then the afternoon saw Rob, Sally &
young Alex join us for the evening, thanks to Peter for coming to the rescue to retrieve Alex’s car that fell into
the water.
Saturday night we were entertained by a fabulous 25 minute display of fireworks supplied by the community
and businesses in and around Wangi who donated in excess of $23,000.
Sunday we had a visit from our grandson Brandon & his Partner Jessica for the day, off we went for a spot of
fishing, with only one fish in our haul there was no fighting as to who ate in, (being the cook has its advantages).
Monday & Tuesday saw us just lazing about and chilling out there was some swimming over at the back of the
caravan park Swansea.
Wednesday off we went to the top end of the lake for lunch at Valentine before we left to go home and start the
arrangements for our next adventure at Nelsons Bay, hope to see you there.
Happy and safe boating
Maxine
To The Max.

We don’t hear much about how many fish we caught! Usually it’s ...
“IT was this BIG but it got away!”
So what a nice change so see To the Max playing host to an avid fisherman,
and his catch of the day. As a result Maxine enjoyed a lovely fish dinner that
evening.

"This month I would like to discuss wheel bearings. Now I know that almost everyone has their own opinions on
the subject but here is my point of view.
The first boat I bought was a heavy timber clinker built ski boat. It was dismantled and I loaded it onto a trailer
with the aid of a wheel barrow and many trips. Armed with the enthusiasm of youth and not much else, it was
reassembled with the help of a mate. What could possibly go wrong? With lots of paint and many hours and
later, its side valve, six cylinder Dodge motor miraculously burst into life.
The boat sat on a homemade trailer with enormous truck split rims and Tyres. The first available weekend saw
boat and trailer, weighing well over a ton, hooked to a four cylinder Hillman car (weighing less than the boat and
trailer). We headed for the river at Windsor, again what could possibly go wrong?
Part way to Windsor all hell broke loose, the trailer suddenly developed its own idea of where it was going, I was
fighting to retain some semblance of control and at that moment I saw this massive truck wheel and tyre from the
trailer charging through a paddock, scattering panicked cows in all directions. I imagine milk production was off
that week. This was my first lesson about wheel bearings. Wheel bearing maintenance is my least favourite job.
About twenty years ago I discovered Bearing Buddies. Since doing so, I have never had to replace a set of wheel
bearings due to rust caused by the ingress of water. During this time however I have witnessed many boat trailers
one the side of the road with one wheel missing.
The construction of Bearing Buddies incorporates a spring, a piston with grease nipple and an "O" ring in a
groove machined, not in the piston, but part way down from the outer end of the cylinder in the cylinder wall.
When grease is pumped into the Bearing Buddy the piston travels in an outward direction compressing the spring
and creating positive pressure in the wheel hub, thus preventing the ingress of water. A clever feature of this design is that if excess grease is pumped into the Bearing Buddy the piston travels past the "O" ring and allows the
excess grease to escape. This feature unfortunately makes a mess of the trailer wheels, but I just see that as collateral Damage.
When you travel, the wheel bearings heat up and, due to expansion, some grease escapes, causing more mess.
However, the upside of this is my trailer wheels look so dirty and discoloured I doubt anyone has considered
stealing them.
At the ramp, immersion in cool water causes the contents of the wheel hub to contract and can cause negative
pressure and thus allow the ingress of water. For this reason, for Bearing Buddies to be effective, it is imperative
that sufficient grease is pumped into the Bearing Buddies to cause positive pressure before every launching. I
repeat, every launching.
For retrieval I inspect each wheel to ensure the Bearing Buddies springs are still under compression thus maintaining that positive pressure. Good condition bearing seals generally ensure this is the case.
When I purchased “Two Can Tango” I dismantled and inspected the wheel bearings I anticipate many years of
service out of them yet.
As said in the beginning, this is my point of view, but I don't replace wheel bearings. I am sure many members
will have a different perspective, perhaps you might drop Sue Denton a few words on this or any other subject for
inclusion in the next newsletter. I am positive we can all learn from each other.”
Kind regards
John Whittles

Port Stephens. 25th to 30th January 2017
Trip Organiser Ray Mantle
I’ll start this report with a huge shout out to Ray Mantle for organising and leading this trip
around beautiful Port Stephens, he even got the weather perfect!!
Silva and I arrived Wednesday afternoon after a 5 hour drive from Minnamurra. Unfortunately
we had a slower than expected trip due a pile up (not us) and heavy holiday traffic. After
launching at Soldiers point we motored over to Fame Cove and rafted up with Ray/Maxine and
Jill/Glad for the night. Roger and Athena were also caught up in the heavy traffic and arrived
late Wednesday night, deciding to launch and have a romantic night by themselves not far
from the ramp then joining the rest of us Thursday morning. John and Jan had also arrived
Wednesday but spent the night on board at a local caravan park. A pod of dolphins playing in
the cove were the first of many sighted over the weekend. To my surprise there was also much
excitement over my pyjamas, I don't know what the fuss was all about!
Thursday, being Australia Day we all headed for Nelson Bay Marina were we caught up with
the last boat to join the fleet, ‘Much a do’ aka Ian and Judy. All the boats were allocated berths
on the same arm along side each other except us!
Silva suggested the name Highly Strung may have had something to do with our isolation.
With plenty of activities being held at or around the marina we spent the day browsing the
street stalls and shops, sight seeing or listening to live music. Thursday night we gathered for
tea and a fun night at the hotel and were joined by land lubbers Phil and Jenny and Peter and
Sue.

Friday morning we left the safety of the marina and cruised around to Shoal Bay for a refreshing swim before heading upstream to Tea Gardens. A cone at the local is a ‘must do’
at Tea Gardens and our group were all up for the challenge. Glad used her cone (of fish
and chips) as a substitute for flowers and presented them to Jill, John used his to get down
on one knee and propose to Jan while Silva shocked everyone by doing a Madonna impression with our two cones.

We all had a great time and with full bellies returned to the boats and headed back to Fame
Cove for the night.
Saturday morning our intrepid leader Ray lead us up river where no Whittley member had
been before, to Karuah and beyond. While we all enjoyed the serenity of the river the heat
and humidity had us returning around midday for a final swim before rafting up at Fame
Cove again for the night.
To protect the good reputation of some club members, I can not and will not mention any
names or go into any detail about Saturday nights activities. Suffice to say after a few/many
pre dinner and post dinner drinks a very enjoyable time was had by all! Especially a certain
club Commodore then in a separate incidence one particular crew member of GiGi II. No
names disclosed of course!
Come Sunday morning we said goodbye to Ian/Judy and Jill/Glad. The remaining boats returned to Shoal Beach for a relaxing swim and walk around town. Soon after John and Jan
decided to head home to start packing for their upcoming cruise. We then had a visit from a
not so friendly maritime officer on his jet ski. All three remaining boats had picked up yellow
moorings and while the crew of Athena and To the Max went ashore for lunch Silva and I
stayed aboard Highly Strung. Just as well, as we were able to have a chat to the good officer. He told us that the yellow moorings we were attached to were private and we should
have used our anchors or a pink public mooring but signs on shore clearly state that anchoring is not allowed as it will damage the sea grass and there are only two public moorings in the area. Anyway….. a hefty dose of Haworth charm and he was happy to leave us
with a warning. Other boats nearby were photographed and fined.
After another peaceful night in Fame Cove it was soon time to say our goodbyes, break up
the raft and head to the ramp for the long trip home.
Thanks again Ray and Maxine for organising this trip and showing us all around these
beautiful waterways.
Thanks also to Gill and Glad, Roger and Athena, John and Jan and Ian and Judy for a real
fun weekend and for being such good company.
How lucky are we to spend time on our boats with such fine friends.
Cheers and beers
Phil and Silva
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MAP USED BY NAVIGATORS
KITCHEN ON VESSEL
THE HEAD
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FITTINGS THAT LINES ARE MADE FAST
PARTS OF ANCHOR THAT DIG IN
SINK AND GO TO BOTTOM
A DEVICE THAT HANGS OVER SIDE
POWER GIVES WAY TO WHAT

This is my second attempt at crosswords, did anyone answer the first one? I enjoy making
these up, but would be interested to know if anyone attempts them. Please send me an email
with the answers to
sdenton69@bigpond.com

If any members have any articles or funny boating stories, a joke or two please send them to
me and I will add them in the next newsletter. Thanks Sue Denton
Email: sdenton69@bigpond.com. Until next time happy and safe boating.

